
 

 

Construction begins in four months!  

One week after Qingdao. E-mail to next Amsterdam  

‘Men, time for champagne!’ 
Today I received the official announcement: The first pile of next’s first China project 

will probably be driven into the ground in four month’s time! And the great thing about 

it is that the project still has to be designed!  

Incoming project: Liuming, meaning something like ‘good repu- tation’, is a sales 

centre, a kind of information pavilion, 2300 square metres in size, maximum of twelve 

metres and three storeys tall.  

It is typical here, before projects are completed, to build a sales centre where potential 

buyers can be enticed by what is going to be on sale there. Much money is invested in 

such centres, in view of the fact that customers seem to believe that the quality of the 

sales centre is representative of the quality of the project itself. Exceptional concepts and 

materials are possible for these centres. It is a matter of commercial glorification: 

everything is geared to selling the product. Enormous scale models will be exhibited and 

even 1:1 mock-up spaces of apartments, for example.  

Liuming is due to become a housing district near the West Fifth Ring Road. It is a 

singular district, planned to look like a villa neighbourhood but with a higher density. 

They call them ‘townhouses’ here. The loca- tion seems to have much in the way of 

quality: there are many old trees and a view of the mountains. An old tree in China 

represents history and mountains have much mystical significance, I have been told.  

We have two weeks’ time to come up with a concept design, then we have the first 

presentation for the client. After this, we may have the opportunity ‘to adjust the design 

once’, and a month later the final design must be ready.  

Make it a good one! J  

re: Construction begins in four months!  

Today we had an internal presentation. Mrs Hu, Mr Chen, Mr Jiang and Mr Zhen, senior 

architects, were all present. I had told them about the idea of retaining as many trees as 

possible and of adding the building to the site as a kind of arboreal ceiling. In this way, 

old routes are main- tained and interesting new relationships arise because some trees 

now come to be situated in patios and half-open courtyards.  

‘Very interesting!’ was the reaction!  

Carry on, in other words. Tomorrow I will receive a cad file indi- cating the position of 

the trees, so that we can determine the precise outline of the building. I’ll begin on the 

façade studies today – could you initiate an elevation point study? How to connect the 

ground floor with the first floor (in China they’re called the first and second floors) in an 

interesting way?! [...]  



 

 

re: re: Construction begins in four months!  

I have just come from the presentation for the client. He is called Mr Ma and had 

brought about six assistants with him. It is difficult to estimate how they regarded our 

‘Silver Forest Building’. He seemed particularly confused by the diagrams of the 

building’s organization and seemed to wonder what, if anything, he could do with them. 

The only real question was: ‘Is this modern Dutch architecture?’. The only real doubt 

was expressed by one of his assistants: ‘Will this building also look good in the winter 

when there are no leaves on the trees?’ Mr Ma said that he could not take a decision, he 

would report every- thing to his superior and would then give me feedback.  

Once back in my office, Mr Chen told me that we should continue quickly. Mrs Hu 

came in and asked me to show her the design proposal. Then she asked Mr Chen 

something in Chinese, probably about how the presentation had gone. I didn’t 

understand the dialogue between them, but during the conversation I typed ‘green light’ 

on my translation computer and had it translated into Chinese. Mrs Hu and Mr Chen 

smiled!  
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So, keep going! I’ll draw up a to-do list and see you all on the webcam! [...]  

re: re: re: Construction begins in four months!  

I have now done three presentations for Mr Ma and the ‘Silver Forest Building’ has been 

officially rejected.  

A moment ago, Mr Chen came into my office and told me that they couldn’t approve it 

‘after all’. Too many square metres on the upper storeys and ‘few’ at ground floor level. 

The abstract leafy façade would cause ‘problems’. And, building next to the existing 

trees was ‘diffi- cult’. Actually, these remarks have undermined everything the project 

stood for.  

Unbelievable that that has only now come to the surface.  

I asked Mr Chen if that meant that we had to come up with a new proposal, and he 

answered: ‘Well, maybe.’  

Mr Ma will come to the office tomorrow to look at a new design. Huanyang is now also 

making a proposal. While I’m typing this, I’m looking at the screen of Mr Guo, a senior 

architect who is copying an American golf club with a book on his lap.  

If you are still awake, can we make a quick call to sort things out? [...]  

re: re: re: re: Construction begins in four months!  

‘You worked the whole night through?!’ asked Mr Chen surprised. We were on our way 

to the meeting room where Mr Ma and all his assistants were waiting. Mr Guo was there, 

his laptop at the ready. When Mr Chen and I sat down, Mr Guo began his presentation. 



 

 

He explained the ground plan from bottom left to top right, without any logic that I could 

see. Then the cad elevations were shown. And then dozens of reference images. In an 

ingenious way, he had managed to sample all the references into his design.  

Then it was my turn. I explained the new idea in three steps. First of all: a projection of 

the functions on site – exhibition space, offices and services. Subsequently, the 

exploitation of local qualities by posi- tioning the exhibition part on the office volume, 

while the service volume was ‘thrust’ into the ground. And as the third step: the intro- 

duction of a public route across the roof to a vantage point, and an internal, ascending 

route along the scale models. The ascending route referred to the nearness of the 

mountains, and the new housing estate could be viewed from the vantage point.  

Mr Ma looked distrustfully at our section. He said to Mr Chen that they would like to 

use the sales centre as a coffee bar later and that our design seemed difficult to modify 

for that purpose. I argued that the route was so relaxed that a table with chairs would 

easily fit onto every tread. He said that an electricity pylon near the site was probably 

visible from the vantage point. That was a disadvantage for sales, added Mr Chen. I 

argued that people would be able to see the mountains from the vantage point.  

Mr Ma concluded that he couldn’t make a decision, he would report everything to his 

superior and would return with feedback. It is painfully unproductive when clients are so 

non-committal in the dialogues.  

Summing up, I can only remember one moment when I could read a judgement on Mr 

Ma’s face. That was when I repeated a stand- point for the third time.  

To my great surprise, a fence was to be installed around the entire area. An enormous 

fence as well, one that would even have to be designed by an architect. The idea of 

closing off the entire neigh- bourhood from the city and vice versa was completely 

contrary to my architect’s belief in public and urban life. I spoke from experience: I 

myself now lived in the unreal world of a gated community. But despite this conviction, 

I initially kept my opinions to myself: I was in China and perhaps enclosure was a kind 

of quality I had not yet discovered.  

However, I was unable to withhold my opinion on the main entrance to the compound. A 

number of facilities – a supermarket, restaurants and suchlike – were to be placed behind 

a large gateway. But by having them behind the gateway, they would be accessible to the 

residents only and would contribute nothing to the surroundings. Wasn’t it better to 

move the entrance gate and to make them publicly accessible, with all the potential 

advantages that would bring?  

My remark was made in the context of the general question: ‘Do you have any 

suggestions for Mr Ma?’ When I had explained my position, there was no response. I 

raised this view again on my own initiative at the next meeting. The reaction then was, 

as translated by Mr Chen: ‘They will consider it.’  

On the third occasion, I again advanced the suggestion at my own initiative, and this was 

my last attempt. I tried to convince Mr Ma with both old and new arguments. His face 



 

 

spoke volumes and this was my first experience with Chinese annoyance. Irritated looks 

flashed  
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across the room but consistently avoided eye contact. There was a slightly raised voice 

speaking a language I didn’t understand but from which I could deduce, purely from 

what I normally heard, that there was some agitation. Altogether, it was a most 

distinctive play of expressions that lasted perhaps ten seconds and ended in an irritated 

look from Mr Ma to Mr Chen, who in turn threw an irritated look at me.  

My relationship with Mr Ma seems to be everything but produc- tive, and as a 

consequence, my relationship with Mr Chen seems also to be coming under increasing 

pressure.  

But there is no shine without friction, and it is the perfect way to discover limits. [...]  

re: re: re: re: re: Construction begins in four months!  

‘Liuming’ is no-go. 
‘Too strange’, according to Mr Chen. He referred to an old Chinese  

saying when he told me that many Chinese clients ‘liked dragons until they saw one’. 

And when they saw one, they became afraid.  

‘Are our ideas dragons?’ I asked edgily, wondering what I should make of his remark.  

He avoided my look and continued with an extremely subtle but practical observation: 

‘Perhaps your renderings are not suitable for the Chinese market.’  

After some questioning, a piece of advice emerged: ‘Chinese clients like to see many 

details, much reality in the renderings, with light, flags, colour and suchlike. They don’t 

like renderings to be too simple!’ More clarifying words of advice followed, and this 

time about project books, ‘Thicker is better’, and scale models, ‘Bigger is better’.  

Not too simple? Thicker is better? Bigger is better?  

I kept my opinions to myself – this advice was well-meant. How could I summarize 

them in my own language? ‘What a Chinese client gets is what he sees, no more and no 

less’? [...]  

 

 


